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MISSION STATEMENT 
Odyssey Venture is an enterprise founded to bring the thrill of authentic discovery and 
exploration into cyberspace.  
 
Our project offers multiple engagement modes for our visitors including entertainment, 
learning, gaming, purchasing, trading, and community. All these operations support the 
conservation of historical artifacts in museums and archives around the world. Our 
mission is to produce media and experiences “revealing the secrets of the universe” and 
relating to the history of discovery. 
 
Our BEP20 token is the cornerstone of a project to create unprecedented exclusive access 
to historical objects from ancient antiquity to renaissance explorers to the latest missions 
of the space age, using disruptive technologies to capture digitized assets. Our project will 
secure these treasures safe from threat on the blockchain, present them to visitors in our 
fantastic Time Gate virtual museum, and offer them for sale to collectors in the form of 
exclusively licensed NFTs, minted on our own NFT platform and sold through our online 
Cairo Marketplace.  
 
Odyssey Venture will create value on both sides of the screen: 
 

• Supporting the work of archives and institutions to preserve artifacts 

• Entertaining through online discovery and exploration media experiences  

• Promoting the inspiration and education of the next generation of discoverers 

• Building and expanding our AR and VR Tour of the Universe experience 

• Creating a flourishing NFT marketplace with our own offerings as well as curated 

collections from outside creators 

 
Our project plan is bold but sound. It relies on proven technologies and involves no 
dreamware. We have the credentials and relationships to open the necessary doors 
around the world. Indeed, we have begun accomplishing our mission even before the 
coin is launched. Odyssey Venture will be delivering on our pledges from Day 1, always 
maintaining our principles of Honesty, Integrity, and Transparency. 
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ODYSSEY VENTURE ETHOS 
Building on the observation of other crypto projects with which we have been closely 
involved, we are determined to set a new gold standard of trust in the world of 
cryptocurrency, creating a project filled with measures that champion and protect the 
interests of our investors. We encourage careful research because we know that the more 
people understand our plan, the more they will want to shift their investments to us. 
 

HONESTY 
We have constructed a true smart contract with careful strategic measures hard-coded in. 
These functions cannot be changed after the token is launched, completely protecting 
investors from the kinds of rug-pulls that have given crypto a bad name. 
 

• Taxes decrease over time as operations funding becomes sufficient through volume 

• Bonuses increase over time to reward long-term holders 

• No blacklisted wallets—we don’t play those games 

• Dev Wallet requires 3-person approval to remove funds, out of a group of 4 

individuals.  

These are unusual measures, but they are representative of our commitment and our far-
sighted plans. Investors can be sure that money invested in Odyssey Venture will go 
exactly where we promise it is going.   
 

INTEGRITY 
The leaders of this project are not mystery men. They are established professionals who 
have built their reputations over the last two and a half decades with outstanding service, 
and they are proud to openly show their association with this project. 
 

CEO—Douglas A. Dixon  
Douglas Dixon is a U.S. Navy veteran retired with disabilities after 24 years of honorable 
service. He spent 14 years in senior leadership as a Chief Petty Officer, deployed at 
locations around the world. Dixon’s leadership brought to his Task Force a $42M increase 
in annual budget as well as doubling the number of Navy vessels under its command.  
 
In his post-military career, Dixon is still giving back to his community. With degrees in 
psychology and counseling, he works as a professional trauma therapist. His  
crypto community leadership experience together with his professional certifications in 
the field of psychology give him insight into investor motivations. 
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For a 2021 crypto offering, Dixon served as such a highly effective hands-on community 
admin that he was accorded co-founder status. Dixon was the discussion leader in the 
chat rooms constantly for six months, observing first-hand exactly what investors care 
about, what they need to hear, and why. Through skillful diplomacy Dixon maintained 
positive engagement as investors waited in vain for project leadership to deliver on its 
promises. Dixon saw that transparency, as well as honesty and integrity, could have kept 
up the morale of the investor groups even as difficulties were encountered in delivering on 
the promises made.  
 
Dixon brings to Odyssey Venture wisdom gained through the expert management of that 
token’s community. He conceived Odyssey Venture to build on that experience, 
determined to exceed the strengths of the previous project and carefully avoid its errors.  
 
Dixon designed a tokenomics plan with multiple highly innovative measures that put the 
investors first, including: 

• Initial investments are treated as loans that are gradually repaid through transaction 
fees.  

• Automatic staking encourages investors to hold by providing increasing 
percentages of rewards.  

• Rewards are paid in Binance tokens, which can be withdrawn at any time without 
impacting Odyssey token holdings.  

• Transaction fee structures are mapped through arcs that respond to changing 
conditions over time, reducing taxes as increasing market cap allows the project to 
fund operations with smaller and smaller fees. 

The Odyssey Venture tokenomics plan represents a vision unprecedented in the crypto 
space, in keeping with our determination to set a new standard. 
 
Douglas Dixon challenged archaeologist-writer Dr. David West Reynolds to design a 
project worthy of this token offering. 
 

Vice CEO—David West Reynolds, Ph.D 
Dr. David West Reynolds is a New York Times #1 best-selling author, known for his 
pioneering Star Wars guide books as well as NASA histories written with the Apollo 
astronauts.  
 
A “21st century Renaissance man,” Dr. Reynolds holds a Ph.D in archaeology from the 
University of Michigan and  has lectured at the Explorers Club, having led expeditions 
around the world from the Sahara to the Arctic and having excavated the remains of 
Romans, Egyptians, Anasazi, and dinosaurs. He brings to Odyssey Venture a unique 
breadth of vision spanning thousands of years of history and culture.  
 
Reynolds is also a former Lucasfilm brand strategist for the Star Wars movies, for which he 
built the official starwars.com website and led promotional initiatives that set world 
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records for audience engagement. The release of his Star Wars Prequel trailer was called 
by Apple founder Steve Jobs “the biggest download event in the history of the Internet” at 
the time.  
 
Reynolds has served as a Star Wars documentary presenter for the BBC, a rocket science 
writer for the Smithsonian, a dinosaur consultant for National Geographic and Discovery 
Channel, and an ancient history expert for The History Channel. His popular public 
programs have been presented at universities, museums, and conventions across the U.S. 
and Canada. A gifted master communicator, Reynolds brings to Odyssey Venture not only 
his academic knowledge, but also his understanding of the narrative power of ancient and 
modern myth that motivates human engagement with discovery.  
 

TRANSPARENCY 
We are pledged to build investor confidence by sharing our process and opening our 
operations to review. 
 

• Leadership team does not hide its identity; Leaders are fully doxxed 

• Registered American LLC with a U.S. address, compliant with U.S. state and federal 

laws  

• Contracts are open-sourced, and can be reviewed by anyone on GitHub 

• Odyssey Venture contract fully audited in advance of launch by Solidity Finance 
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THE CHANGING SHAPE 
OF THE WORLD 

The shape of the world changed when explorers ventured into the unknown. Today, the 
frontier of exploration is not only in outer space, it is in the metaverse. We are currently 
redefining what is financially possible with new approaches to the concept of money and 
new ventures that harness the enormous international network effect of cryptocurrency. It 
is an exciting time to be a part of bold new projects. One after another has demonstrated 
that hundreds of millions of dollars are available for the right ideas. All we need is 
imagination to frame goals worthy of such magnitudes. 
 
 
 

THE TREASURES OF HISTORY—
THREATENED 

Since the dawn of prehistory, precious objects have been passed down from hand to 
hand, preserving across the generations the memory of great human experiences. Ice Age 
hunting bands had only the small carved artworks they could carry. Originally only a 
privileged few could experience the power of significant objects.  
 
With the advent of civilization came the foundation of museums and libraries to gather 
and preserve great artifacts. Yet from the burning of the Great Library of Alexandria in 
antiquity to the looting of the Cairo Museum in the 21st century, catastrophes, wars, thefts, 
and even cancel culture have combined to destroy the treasures of history. 
 
But the shape of the world is changing, and there are new possibilities for those who dare 
to disrupt conventional models of what a museum is meant to do. The tremendous 
network effect of cryptocurrency and the innovation of blockchain technology make 
possible new kinds of access—and new kinds of preservation. We can take action before 
further irreparable losses occur. 
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HISTORIC ARTIFACT 
CHALLENGES 

Consider three major challenges facing museum objects today:  
 

1. DISPLAY SPACE 
Most museums can display only about 20% of their collections. The remaining 80% of 
their artifacts—including many extraordinary and fascinating objects—reside in closed 
archives, available only to researchers with special access because of lack of display 
space, artifact fragility, or other concerns. 
 

 

 
 

2. INSTABILITY 
Some of the world’s greatest museums cannot furnish secure settings for their artifacts. The 
mass looting of museums in Cairo and Baghdad represent some of the most catastrophic 
losses to world archives since World War II. The destruction of the great statues of 
Bamiyan represent irretrievable losses of legacies that survived thousands of years to reach 
us—only to be destroyed in the 21st century. 
 

3. ACCESSIBILITY 
Economic realities limit the ability of huge potential audiences to travel in order to reach 
museums they would like to visit. Many thousands of individuals around the world are 
interested in experiencing the mind-expanding opportunities of engagement with museum 
objects, but cannot afford to travel to do so. This is true especially in developing countries, 
but the issue affects even scholarly researchers who have limited travel budgets. 
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SOLUTION: 
ARTIFACT DIGITIZATION 

All of these challenges can be addressed with one elegant solution made possible by 
revolutionary advances in technology: artifact digitization.  
 
Digitization uses a camera, advanced software, and near-supercomputer processing power 
to create a 3D digital model of an artifact, in full color and at high resolution. The 
resulting model can be made accessible online. It can be manipulated easily, rotated in 
any direction, and zoomed in or out so that the object can be examined at one’s leisure.  
 
In many cases a digital model affords access superior to that obtained in the presence of 
the real object. A museum visitor is limited by the position of a glass case to view an 
object from only certain angles. Even a researcher may have difficulty manipulating a 
heavy granite sculpture. A digital model is weightless, easily rotated and studied from 
every angle. A layman can enjoy a much closer experience with the artifact, and a 
scientist can study subtleties because the models can capture information down to the 
verge of microscopic resolution. 
 
Artifact digitization has been in functional use since the late 1990s, but recent 
developments make it far more practical to capture the necessary data. Formerly complex 
laser scaffoldings were typically required; now ordinary captures can be performed 
without an object even leaving its glass display case.  
 

I — ARTIFACT CAPTURE 
Part I of Odyssey Venture’s mission is to use its resources to fund an ongoing program of 
artifact digitization, focusing on artifacts relating to the history of discovery. Our mandate 
is discovery in a broad sense—comprising not only space exploration and Renaissance 
discovery expeditions, but also the thrill of discovery that comes from opening up new 
excavations and bringing new objects to light. We will establish relationships with 
institutions around the world, send out our specialists, and bring back an extraordinary 
diversity of digital treasures. 
 

II — DIGITAL ARCHIVING 
Part II of our mission is to archive the objects we digitize safely. Physical museums are 
subject to the depredations of unstable and destructive societies, looting, robbery, natural 
disasters, and the ravages of war. The museums of Ukraine were not set aside for special 
protection during the invasion by Russia. In contrast, the blockchain, distributed on 
servers around the planet, represents the possibility of safe archiving as long as the digital 
world endures. 
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III — ONLINE MUSEUM 
As they are acquired, digitized objects will be displayed in an online museum to be 
constructed by Odyssey Venture. We will welcome visitors to enter our Time Gate, to 
become Odyssey Venture explorers, and to come virtually face-to-face with incredible 
objects representing the adventure of discovery from ancient times to the space age, from 
Machu Picchu to the Smithsonian, from moon rocks to the bullwhip of the real Indiana 
Jones.  
 
 

Never before will such objects  

have been so accessible. 
 
 
As VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality) technologies become more accessible, 
the Odyssey Venture online museum will make full use of them to create an environment 
of unique and powerful immersive experiences. Over time, multi-lingual adaptations will 
make our Time Gate accessible to a larger and larger percentage of people around the 
world.  
 

IV — NFT PLATFORM 
A substantial component of the Odyssey Venture project is its NFT platform. Version 1.0 
will be functional at launch, and will be comparable to existing NFT platforms such as 
Openseas and Rarible. Version 2.0 will have many expanded innovative social media 
features to give it distinct identity and value. The platform’s development will be funded 
by NFT sales as well as the token offering.  
 
Odyssey Venture Senior Programmer David Yu has built our custom-made NFT platform, 
which is 90% complete and currently in beta testing, ahead of schedule for a June 4th 
launch. 
 

1. OBJECT NFTs 
Odyssey Venture will go beyond the capture and hosting of digitized artifacts by minting 
Object NFTs of selected treasures.  
 
Exclusive contracts with the institutional or individual owners will guarantee buyers a 
unique possession, the only licensed NFT representation of the real object in the world. 
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This will create a genuine relationship with the object that is meaningful, because 
royalties from every sale or resale of the NFT will revert to the holder of the physical 
prototype, supporting the preservation of that object and supporting its host institution, 
with revenues rising every time the object NFT is traded and resold. 
 
Odyssey Venture will benefit financially from a buyer’s fee on every artifact NFT sold. 
Capture expeditions to digitize artifacts therefore support multiple aspects of our mission. 
Given the high-dollar market for NFTs in the present climate, artifact NFT sales are 
expected to contribute substantially toward the digitization process paying for itself. 
 

The power of narrative 
We will imbue the object NFTs with value by interpreting them in the engaging, 
fascinating fashion that has made Dr. Reynolds’ media projects sell in the millions in over 
a dozen languages around the world.  
 
“It was through the introduction of narrative in my Star Wars books that I turned the 
guidebook genre into a bestseller for the first time,” Reynolds explains. “Facts are of 
interest to hobbyists and specialists, but everyone enjoys a good story. Working with 
George Lucas taught me that at Skywalker Ranch.  
 
“My NASA histories became the definitive popular accounts because I drew on what 
Lucas taught me. I made the technical information of the Apollo adventure accessible 
through clear communication, often translating technical jargon into plain English for the 
first time.  
 
“We will bring this same approach to the Odyssey Venture artifact NFTs, sharing and 
explaining their stories in ways that will make these objects into highly desirable treasures 
for collectors.”  
 

2. ART NFTs 
The Odyssey Venture NFT platform will also host a second category of items, Art NFTs 
created in-house by the project and offered for sale.  
 

CONVENTIONAL NFT COLLECTIONS 
At present, NFT collections represent a very popular collectible amongst cryptocurrency 
aficionados, with many collections of 10,000 NFTs selling out in a few days (some in just 
a few hours) and extremely high prices being paid. $300 is a typical opening price, with 
trading leading to prices having gone above $1M for a single small JPEG image. 
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WHAT NFT BUYERS ARE REALLY PAYING FOR 
What these collectors are paying for is not the little JPEG, which is typically an 
unremarkable piece of algorithmically generated art. Buyers are spending their large sums 
of money to purchase a place in a community, in each case an exclusive community of 
specific NFT owners.  
 
In addition, NFT buyers invest because they are rewarded with a narrative experience. 
The story of each collection appears and develops in the NFT community. People discuss 
and speculate on potential values. Then as the NFTs are traded back and forth, the market 
determines their real value.  
 
Enfranchisement as a member of a desirable community is a social value worth paying 
substantial sums for, as people have always done in various ways, including country club 
memberships and secret society dues. Exciting experiences are likewise of high value. 
These factors explain the otherwise mystifying appeal and stratospheric prices of recent 
NFT collections that superficially amount to nothing more than simplistic NFT cartoons. 
 

NEW VALUE IN NFT COLLECTIONS 
Odyssey Venture proposes to go beyond the known and the established, and voyage into 
new territory in the NFT collection world. We propose to sail beyond the edges of the 
existing NFT map by deliberately creating exclusive communities as well as offering 
completely new kinds of designed buying experiences.  
 

ODYSSEY CLUB ACCESS 
Ownership of certain NFTs will not only give buyers the “brag value” that NFTs already 
give to all their purchasers. Ours will also serve as keys, as NFTs of varying value unlock 
entry into different levels of the online Odyssey Club that we will create. This will become 
an exclusive destination for social interaction with like-minded people. The social 
communities of Odyssey Venture will begin as moderated channels on Discord, but may 
eventually migrate to our own platform as resources allow development. 
 
A key inspiration for this social dimension of the project is the Explorers Club in New York 
City, a legendary institution. The EC periodically offers the public access on special 
occasions such as public lectures, but members enjoy full access to the fascinating Club 
Headquartes at all times. Sub-groups of smaller numbers of members offer tighter and 
more meaningful communities as well as affording those members exclusive opportunities 
for discussion, conversation, and the kind of networking that leads to extraordinary 
experiences.  
 
The Odyssey Club will provide similar social interaction and community appeal for our 
online Explorers. Display galleries will be opened by modest NFT purchases, while higher 
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club levels will be unlocked only by NFTs representing progressively more substantial 
investment. 
 

CONSTELLATION COLLECTIONS 
Buyers of Odyssey Venture-generated NFTs will discover over time that they represent a 
new concept in NFT collection design. Odyssey Venture NFTs will at first seem like a 
conventional collection of individual JPEGs grouped by relative rarity of a small number of 
attributes, and they will function perfectly well at that level. But a short time after each 
collection is sold out, additional information will be released about the NFTs, revealing 
that they are grouped in Constellations, i.e. collections of about 2-15 NFTs. A buyer who 
can figure out the patterns that reveal the connection between all the elements of a group 
of related objects before others do has a chance to try to buy and gather all the NFTs in a 
given constellation.  
 
A complete constellation set can be traded for super-exclusive Pantheon NFTs.  
 

PANTHEON NFTs 
Pantheon NFTs are named after ancient gods associated with constellations, and are only 
obtainable by submitting complete NFT constellation collections at the Odyssey Venture 
NFT platform Sphinx Gateway.  
 
At this portal the ancient Sphinx, resurrected in electronic form, stands guard over the 
submission process, ensuring that only a complete constellation collection is allowed 
through. At the submission of an incorrect, incomplete collection, the Sphinx destroys all 
NFTs in the submission! A correct, complete Constellation wins the golden favor of the 
Sphinx, and the gateway opens, leading to a dramatic transformation of the submitted 
NFTs into a completely new and extremely rare Pantheon NFT.  
 
Pantheon NFTs cannot be purchased directly, so their value will become very high. They 
will be designed to be as fascinating and intriguing as our artists can make them, reflecting 
their unique value.  
 

EVEREST ROOM 
Pantheon NFTs are the only key into the Everest Room of the Odyssey Club, the highest 
level of access, which cannot be purchased in any other way. The Everest Room will thus 
offer a fascinating select community, bringing together individuals of all kinds who share 
the highest degree of interest in the Odyssey Venture project. 
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3. GUEST NFTs  
The Odyssey Venture NFT platform will also offer Cairo Marketplace, an exciting venue 
for selling and trading the works of guest artists, in the manner of conventional NFT 
platforms. The Odyssey Venture brand will be cultivated so as to attract the kinds of 
customers who will value the offerings presented here. To ensure that visitors to Cairo 
Marketplace are only offered the best wares, all NFTs presented here are curated by the 
Odyssey Venture team.  
 
Three Alleys group the different sellers in Cairo Marketplace, a digital incarnation of the 
classic Arabian souk. 
 

Gold Alley 
Gold Alley is where Odyssey Venture presents its own Object NFTs and Art NFTs. Here 
you can shop for amazing artifacts, explore our fascinating starmap NFTs, and hunt for the 
completing elements of your latest Constellation collection. 
 

Bronze Alley 
Bronze Alley features the offerings of artists whose work harmonizes with the Odyssey 
Venture brand. These artworks connect to themes such as: 

• The history of discovery 
• Exotic treasures 
• The fascination of ancient mysteries 
• The frontiers of exploration 

 

Copper Alley 
Bustling Copper Alley is open to the offerings of artists in all genres to provide our visitors 
with a rich diversity of NFTs. Yet every one of these NFTs has had to pass approval by the 
Cairo Merchant Board, which allows only products whose nature and quality are a credit 
to the marketplace. This makes Cairo Marketplace a buyer’s paradise. We are already in 
the process of negotiating with NFT artists to work with us and offer their wares through 
the Cairo Marketplace. 
 

Multiple Blockchains 
Buying and selling on multiple blockchains will be supported at launch. Contracts are 
already written for Binance and Etherium as well as Solana and Polygon. Use of Odyssey 
Venture tokens will be incentivized by a discount on taxes assessed for NFTs bought and 
sold in Odyssey tokens. 
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MARKETING 
We have seen that while an engaged community can bring a great deal of valuable 
enthusiasm and energy to the marketing of a crypto project, the project itself must take the 
initiative, and high-quality professional marketing is vital to keeping a token’s trading 
volume up.  
 
Unlike projects that abandon marketing after launch, Odyssey Venture is committed to 
ongoing marketing. We will fund this work via transaction fees supporting the marketing 
wallet.  
 
Using conservative estimates based on the performance of several comparable token 
offerings, we have established fee structures that will give Odyssey Venture the resources 
to ensure that we can keep our audience informed about our activities and field missions, 
and constantly expand awareness as our operations grow. The funding of the marketing 
through transaction fees is hard-coded into our smart contract. 
 

Visual Identity 
Dr. Reynolds has created the project’s powerful visual identity around a unique 
combination of icons. Odyssey Venture media features an exciting conjunction of the 
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Ancient, the Exotic, and the Space Age. Our media combines pyramids and planets, 
explorers and rockets, sailing ships and astronauts. Our graphic line combines the 
grandeur of ancient gold and the mystique of Renaissance maps with the sophistication of 
spaceflight. 
 

Website and Social Media 
A website already exists and is being actively expanded. Social media marketing began in 
early May 2022 and will be pursued vigorously, with frequent posts.  
 
For online marketing we have partnered with BAMC Incubator, a Miami-based firm 
whose principal Ignacio Gerberg has a strong 4 years background of engagement with 
crypto and NFT projects as marketing specialist as well as investor. BAMC Incubator has 
been retained on a monthly basis and will ensure that our website, social media, and 
advertising are sustained with appropriate energy. 
 

Video Commercial 
An exciting and memorable video commercial is in preproduction, slated for release 
during our launch month of June 2022.   
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TOKENOMICS 
The Odyssey Venture project is supported by a utility token which serves multiple 
purposes. This token is necessary to:  
 

1. Purchase Odyssey Venture Object NFTs and Art NFTs 

2. Play Odyssey Venture Constellation NFT games 

3. Mint NFTs on the Odyssey Venture platform. NFTs can be sold in any currency 

supported, but they must be minted in the Odyssey Venture token. 

 
The purchase of Odyssey Venture tokens will fund early digitizing missions and the 
development of the online assets including the Time Gate virtual museum, the NFT 
platform, and the Cairo Marketplace. Once operations are fully underway, we anticipate 
that NFT sales will serve to fund continued development while the token will continue to 
serve its utility purposes. 
 

Odyssey Venture ticker symbol: $ODSY 
 

Verified Contract Address:  
0x89Dd5804b1c97d7bCD0cE209E9990120E83D84f0 

 

Launch Date: 4th June, 2022 
 

Launch Supply: 50,000,000,000 (50 billion) 
Although the token is not presently set up as a deflationary token, we may in the future 
institute manual burns to increase value by decreasing supply. 
 

2% Purchase Tax 
Odyssey Venture has set its purchase tax deliberately low to encourage investment, with 
the specific purpose of this tax being the funding of marketing and development. 
 

0% Dev Tax on wallet transfers 
We charge no taxes on moving tokens from one wallet to another. Only Binance will 
assess its nominal fees for such transfer transactions. 
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12% Disappearing Sales Tax 
Tokens conventionally have a combined buy and sell tax totaling 10 - 20%, with the 
average value being around 8% for purchase and 8% for sales, or 16% total buy/sell tax. 
Odyssey Venture’s combined buy and sell tax starts slightly low at 14% total.  
 
However, our token offers the unusual feature of decreasing this total buy and sell tax 
over time to a combined value of only 7%, which is very low. 
 
The Sales Tax comprises three separate components, each supporting different aspects of 
the project. 
 

1. Liquidity Tax 
The first of these components is the Liquidity Tax. High volatility typically characterizes 
the early phases of a token offering, as investors buy and sell and day traders seek 
windfalls. To stabilize the value of our token, the smart contract automatically imposes a 
Liquidity Tax on each sale transaction and injects a fee of 4% of the amount of tokens sold 
into the liquidity pool.  
 
As the market cap rises, the token’s value becomes more stable relative to individual 
transactions, decreasing the need for this continued liquidity injection. At a market cap of 
64K BNB (equivalent to approximately $20M USD at time of writing) this tax decreases to 
0%, since sufficient stability will have been reached without further burden to investors. 
 

2. Development Tax 
The second component of the Sales Tax is the Development Tax. In the early stages of 
project development, with lower trading volumes, a 4% Development Sales Tax will 
support a robust budget for marketing and development of project missions and assets.  
 
As the market cap increases, we anticipate that sufficient development can be maintained 
with a decreasing percentage of tax levied on sales transactions. After market cap reaches 
8K BNB, the Development Sales Tax drops to 3%.  
 
It drops to 2% at 16K and 1% at a 32K BNB market cap. Thenceforth it is maintained at 
1% in order to provide ongoing support for marketing and development.  
 

3. Rewards Tax 
The third component of the Sales Tax is the Rewards Tax. As the other taxes decrease over 
time, the Rewards Tax in contrast shows an initial increase with rising market cap (MC).  
 
The Rewards Tax starts at 4% of tokens sold in a sale transaction, and rises to a maximum 
of 7% at a MC of 32K BNB (equivalent to about $10M USD at time of writing). This tax 
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stays at 7% through the 64K BNB MC and then starts to decrease as the MC doubles in 
value, dropping to a final value of 4% at a MC of 512K BNB and above (about $166M 
USD). 
 
The logic behind this structure is to build token value and stabilize the project for long 
term durability. The initially rising Rewards Tax encourages early investors to hold their 
tokens to maximize the rewards realized through passive income. We incentivize 
investors to hold with higher and higher reward rates during this crucial growth phase 
until the market cap reaches a healthy level around $10M USD.  
 
As market cap rises beyond 64K BNB, we have achieved our desired core stability, and 
can afford to gradually reduce the Rewards Tax burden on sales back to its original 4% 
level, where it finally stays, continuing to yield ample passive income through our 
Rewards system. A higher market cap is associated with higher daily trading volumes, and 
it is these volumes that power the Rewards payouts, all of which are deposited in the 
holder’s Binance wallet in BNB tokens. They can be cashed out at any time without 
impacting Odyssey Token holdings. 
 

 

 
 
The progression of the Disappearing Sales Tax is hard-coded and occurs automatically 
without human involvement upon reaching each market cap milestone. These reductions 
are irreversible: If the market cap declines and drops below a milestone, the tax rates do 
not increase. 
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Innovation for Accomplishment and Stability 
This tax structure is unusual for token offerings. The simple reason for this approach is that 
Odyssey Venture is being launched in order to accomplish its objectives rather than to 
reward its creators.  
 
Our mission is one that would traditionally be funded through a non-profit organization, 
but Odyssey Venture is taking advantage of new technologies in digital media and 
cryptocurrency to bring funding to its operations while simultaneously generating 
commercial value and entertainment through the assets created. This disruptive model 
monetizes our mission for the benefit of all parties concerned in a win-win arrangement. 
The resulting business structure will deliver excellent long-term stability because every 
new object digitized represents a victory for human knowledge even as it creates an 
additional marketable asset.  
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ROADMAP 
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Phase 1 
• Launch Token 
• Launch NFT Platform, version 1.0 
• Negotiate first partnership—US Space & Rocket Center 
• Launch professional marketing w/BAMC Incubator 
• Release first commercial video 
• Plan first Constellation NFT Game 
• $5M MC anticipated by end of Phase 1 

 

Phase 2 
• Digitize first objects 
• Launch first Constellation Game 
• Develop Cairo Marketplace 

o Offer first Hero’s Journey NFTs 
• Build more partnerships: 

o First partnership with archaeological/history museum 
o Explorers Club partnership 

• Get listed on Coin Gecko/Coin Market Cap  
• Sponsor Space Concordia Rocket Launch, cover launch via in-person video 
• Plan NFT Platform Version 2 
• Plan second commercial 
• $10M MC 

 

Phase 3 
• Digitize more artifacts 

o First large object NFTs 
• Build more partnerships 

o First international partnership—Royal Tyrrell dinosaur museum, Canada 
o First university partnership 

• Release second commercial—DWR at rocket launch pad 
• Launch NFT platform 2.0  

o Expand Hero’s Journey NFT content 
• Plan Time Gate Museum 
• $15M MC 

 

Phase 4 
• Digitize more artifacts 

o First environment NFTs 
• Build more partnerships 
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o First overseas museum partnership—Egyptian Museum, Cairo 
• Beta Test Time Gate Museum 
• Plan third commercial 
• $25M MC 

 

Phase 5 
• Digitize more artifacts 

o First building NFTs 
• Third commercial—DWR at pyramid 
• Build more partnerships 

o First movie prop artifact—Prop Store 
o First non-institutional individual owner artifacts 
o Smithsonian, Vatican 

• Launch Time Gate Museum 
• $40M MC 
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VERIFIED SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACCOUNTS 

 
Website:  https://www.odysseyventure.com 
 
Telegram:  https://t.me/odyssey_venture/ 
 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/odysseyventure 
 
Reddit:  https://www.reddit.com/r/odysseyventure 
 
Twitter:  https://twitter.com/odyssey_venture 
 
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/odysseyventure/ 
 
Discord:  https://discord.gg/TH3wMqkmeC 
 
Youtube:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrbNLJVPzvJB3fIAx3102tg 
 

  DISCLAIMERS 
HOLD HARMLESS— You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Odysseyventure.com, its affiliates, 
subsidiaries, directors, managers, members, officers, and employees from any and all claims, demands, 
actions, damages, losses, costs or expenses, including without limitation, reasonable legal fees, arising out of 
or relating to: (a) your use of the Site or Services; (b) breach of the User Agreement or any other policy; (c) 
feedback or submissions you provide; (d) false, incomplete, or misleading information relied upon by us to 
verify your identity and source of funds, where applicable; or (e) violation of any rights of any other person 
or entity; provided however, that you shall not indemnify Odysseyventure.com for claims or losses arising 
out of Odysseyventure.com’s gross negligence or willful misconduct. This indemnity shall apply to your 
successors and assigns and shall survive any termination or cancellation of the User Agreement. 
 
PARTNERSHIPS—The prospective partnerships with institutions listed above represent ideal realizations of 
the vision of Odyssey Venture, but these partnerships are wholly dependent on negotiations yet to take 
place, so they are not to be construed as promises of performance. We will pursue these partnerships 
vigorously with all the resources and ingenuity at our disposal, and we have high confidence that these are 
reasonable goals, but they are by no means guaranteed. Partnerships will develop as negotiations proceed. 
Partnerships may predate or postdate the Phase orders listed, or they may not prove to be possible at all.  
 
 
 

David West Reynolds, Ph.D 
vceo@odysseyventure.com 
(415) 390-6685 
 
 

Douglas Dixon 
ceo@odysseyventure.com 
(502) 309-9672 


